Group Activity

❖ Provide 4 large surfaces for students to write on, ex. 4 large poster boards, and markers.

❖ Separate the class into their color groups.

❖ Give the groups 5 minutes to complete the activity.

➤ The only instruction the groups should receive is to “go on a road trip together.”

➤ They should use markers and poster board to explain their results.

❖ Allow each group to present their results.

➤ Discuss how each of the results coincides with the descriptions of each color.
  
  ▪ How do the color groups exemplify their color characteristics in their road trip plans?
  
  ▪ Characteristics you may see when color groups present:

    • **Oranges**- their road trip might be more spontaneous, plans may be scattered, more excitement, less details

    • **Golds**- their road trip may have detailed/structured/prepared plans, budgets, packing lists, destination lists, etc.

    • **Greens**- their road trip plans might be bigger picture/conceptual ideas without finite details

    • **Blues**- their road trip might be centered around others, who they will include or invite and how they will spend time together